Year 5 Home Learning Grid - Autumn 2
Choose one home learning activity to complete each week. You can choose which one to do and in which order you do them. Homework
can be handed in on any day of the week. Please let your teacher know when your work needs to be marked. We will keep a record of
which piece of homework you have completed each week. Homework club will run on a Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
lunchtimes. For when you have a busy week at home, we have included a Family Week.
All activities should be completed in your homework book to the best of your ability, using your best presentation.
Maths:

English:

The mental maths challenges have been

Creative:

(This will need to be done after your

handed out for this term!

Shakespeare performance!)

Japanese artwork often features nature, such
as the sea or plants.

Write a review of your Shakespeare

For your creative homework, create a piece of

Please spend a week practicing the questions

performance as if you were writing for a

artwork in the same style as the pieces of art

on your maths challenge, ready for the final

newspaper. You could include:

on the attached sheet.

on Thursday 15

th

December,

-

Comment on the casting

-

Particular strengths of the show

You could either recreate (copy) one of these

Spare copies of the challenge are available

-

Lighting/ sound

pieces of art, or make up your own!

in the letters tray for you to take home and

-

An interview with one of the cast

practice with.
-

members

What medium (paint, pencils etc) you use is up

A recommendation for others to go and

to you!

see it

Please take a piece of plain paper to complete

There are lots of example reviews online - the

this work on - we can then stick into your

CBBC website is a good place to start!

book.

Science:

Topic:

Family Week:

We will be studying the Solar System later in

In Design and Technology, we will be

For when you have a busy weekend.

the term.

planning and making sushi.

Research one aspect of the Solar System or

This is free for when you have something

space, such as: the International Space

For your homework, create an information

special planned for a weekend, or just feel like

Station, different constellations, one of the

poster about sushi. You could include:

relaxing! (Remember, you only have one of

planets (not Earth!), galaxies, how to

-

Where it originates

become an astronaut, the history of space

-

Different types of sushi

travel etc.

-

What ingredients are commonly used

Just get your parent/ carer to sign to say you

Present it as a poster, booklet, written

-

How sushi is eaten

have used your free week:

paragraphs in your book and accompany it

Compare supermarket sushi to authentic

with diagrams. Please do not just copy and

Japanese sushi

these though!)

Signed:

paste information from the Internet.
Date:

Japanese Artwork Examples

